
Get Time on Your 
Side with Lenovo 
Time? There’s never enough. And what you do with  

that time is essential for business success. But true  

productivity requires engagement from everyone.  

And engagement? That comes from creating the  

right employee experience. 

The right technology helps  
you get time on your side. 
Technology can lead to distractions. But, having the “right technology” can make all the  
difference. And having the right tech means having a tech stack designed to eliminate  
potential distractions, while helping employees focus on their tasks, ultimately, enhancing  
employee experience. 

What Causes Productivity to Hit Pause?   
In today’s business world we can’t work without technology. But technology can also  
limit what we can accomplish, with outdated tech slowing us down. 

Putting Distractions on Time Out  
With modern Lenovo devices powered by the built for business Intel® vPro® platform, you’ll be 
able to say hello to a more productive workday with minimal distractions. Thanks to time saving 
features, productivity enhancing technology, and secure, dependable tech—there’s no limiting 
what you or your team can accomplish. 

Ready to get time on your side?  

Contact your Lenovo Business Partner to get started. 
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41%
long loading times
& slow file transfers

32%
outdated software  

or systems

29%
device crashes  

or freezes
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Get More Done with Smarter Technology   
With Lenovo devices powered by the built for business Intel® vPRO® Technologies  
platform, you’ll be able to experience time saving features built to help you get  
time on your side.

ThinkPad T14s
Built for WiFi 6 and featuring productivity enhancing features like 
Modern Standby and Wake on Voice, the T14s delivers superior  
performance, connectivity, and security, all in a lightweight package.  

ThinkPad X1 Carbon
One of our first Intel® 14” mobility-certified laptops, the ThinkPad X1 Carbon  
is ultrathin, ultralight, and delivers a whopping 19.5 hours of battery life,  
best-in-class connectivity, and world-class security. 

ThinkPad T14
Everything you need for work and everything you want for off-the-clock  
enjoyment. And, with its processor, memory, and display configuration  
options, this machine is one of the most personal devices on the market. 

ThinkBook 14
Designed for professionals on the go, the Lenovo ThinkBook 14 features up to 
10th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processing and Windows 10 Pro, enabling you to  
tackle any task, anytime. 

ThinkPad P14s
Featuring powerful 10th Gen Intel® processors, NVIDIA® Quadro® graphics,  
and epic battery life, you’ll be able to strike the perfect balance between  
power and portability.   

ThinkBook 15
Engineered for success and designed for productivity, the  
ThinkBook 15 offers standout performance and looks. Equipped 
with up to 10th Gen Intel® Core™ processors.   

ThinkPad L14
Featuring blazing fast WiFi, time saving one-touch calling, all day 
battery life, and the latest 10th Gen Intel® vPro® processors, the 
ThinkPad L14 was built for on-the-go productivity.   

ThinkPad X1 Yoga
Built with four flexible modes, you can get productive however, and 
wherever you work. Plus, with its long-lasting battery, lightweight 
build, and lightning fast graphics, you’ll be able to tackle your to-do 
list in no time.    


